Development of a micro-neutralization assay for ebolaviruses using a replication-competent vesicular stomatitis hybrid virus and a quantitative PCR readout.
Development of vaccines against highly pathogenic viruses that could also be used as agents of bioterrorism is both a public health issue and a national security priority. Methods that can quantify neutralizing antibodies will likely be crucial in demonstrating vaccine effectiveness, as most licensed viral vaccines are effective due to their capacity to elicit neutralizing antibodies. Assays to determine whether antibodies are neutralizing traditionally involve infectious virus, and the assay most commonly used is the plaque-reduction neutralization test (PRNT). However, when the virus is highly pathogenic, this assay must be done under the appropriate level of containment; for tier one select agents, such as Ebola virus (EBOV), it is performed under Biological Safety Level 4 (BSL-4) conditions. Developing high-throughput neutralization assays for these viruses that can be done in standard BSL-2 laboratories should facilitate vaccine development. Our approach is to use a replication-competent hybrid virus whose genome carries the envelope gene from the pathogenic virus on the genetic backbone of a non-pathogenic virus, such as vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). We have generated hybrid VSVs carrying the envelope genes for several species of ebolavirus. The readout for infectivity is a one-step reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR), an approach that we have used for other viruses that allows robustness and adaptability to automation. Using this method, we have shown that neutralization can be assessed within 6-16h after infection. Importantly, the titers obtained in our assay with two characterized antibodies were in agreement with titers obtained in other assays. Finally, although in this paper we describe the VSV platform to quantify neutralizing antibodies to ebolaviruses, the platform should be directly applicable to any virus whose envelope is compatible with VSV biology.